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Editors
note

..........................................................................................................
The wedding season is about to bounce back post Easter and all wedding vendors will be busy trying to meet
all the demands by both grooms, brides and their family. Amidst all this efforts to make the bride and grooms
dreams turn into reality, the budget is always the starting point. Read page 30 So that you can budget even
the most minute details
Prior to the Wedding day, the sendoff is a very important event for bride and her family. The groom on the
other hand during this ceremony is on the receiving side. Not only does he receive his bride but also receive
various gifts from his wife to be. Check out Pg. 20 on what any bride can gift her husband to be.
Towards the journey of your wedding ceremony there are various things that needs to be taken into account.
On how to choose your wedding gown go to pg. 32 or if that is already a tick on your checklist, then go to
our Shoedvice on pg. 34 where we share with you our secrets.
The Old adage that Black is beautiful is a truly phenomenally, phenomenon. We share with you décor tip with
various combinations with black on pg. 37 and some do’s and don’ts when it comes to your wedding décor.
Share your 2016 wedding journey with us via the Hashtag #harusiyangu2016
As we gear towards the wedding season kindly do visit our website for more information www.harusitradefair.com. This magazine is also available online. Kindly follow us on Instagram/twitter/Facebook on the handle
@harusitradefair
With this I sign off thanking everyone who assisted in making this sixth issue a reality, with special thanks to
team 361 Degrees.

Mustafa Hassanali
www.harusitradefair.com
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Outstanding Bridal
mehndi designs (henna)

by Naomi Godwin

..........................................................................................................

Colored Mehndi
The Paisley Print
Royal Architecture
.......................................
.......................................
.......................................
This is a new concept defined by
the colors that stand out and make
the design more beautiful. Though
it may strike people as a non-traditional design but most brides are
thinking out of the box and trying it.

The paisley print is an everlasting
vintage design. This design has tiny
and beautiful paisleys on thefingertips and larger paisleys on the
palm. The curved tips add a polished flow to the design, with complex strokes that are emphasized
by the awry.

This henna design is a reminder of
the detailed architectural designs
that you find at an ancient Royal
palace. There is a touch of flowers
and patterns that makes it easy to
be mesmerized by it.

....................................... ....................................... .......................................

Split Mandala
Flowery Pattern
...............................................................................
.......................................
Famously known as Two-in-One mehndi design, this bridal mehndi has
geometric designs, like circles, curves, lines and squares. The designincludes half of the circular or heart shaped pattern on one hand and the
other half on the other hand, making it symmetrical and very beautiful.

The tiny leaves really highlight the
bride’s long fingers. Flowers are
bound to match any bridal attire.

............................................................................... .......................................

www.harusitradefair.com
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CUSTOM BRIDAL WEAR

For Men, Women and Children

Gowns

Saree Gowns Lenghas
Men’s Wear
Kids Jewelry

Like us on

Follow us on

407-288-3304

.letrendbotique.com |
letrendbotiqueFL@gmail.com
By appointment only
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The handy Planner

By Naomi Godwin

The pressure and hassle of planning a wedding can stress out a bride and a groom but with a wedding
planner’s help your journey to your big day could just be less dramatic. You can probably sweat through it,
but it may be worthwhile to call in professional reinforcements. For a start, just think of a wedding planner
as your regular consultant. After the bride and groom share their wedding day vision, and both parties feel
comfortable with this new working relationship, then a contract or letter of agreement is signed and the
planning process can begin.
A wedding planner can help in various following ways:

They will ease the details

Chances are, you’ve never planned a
wedding or any other event for that matter. And as
for the Wedding planner they sure have done this
before a lot so they can help you
breakdown the details you might otherwise
overlook. Planners can also help you make the most
of your budget and assist in allocating it properly.

They have inside knowledge of the
local market and vendors:

Planners can be godsend if you’re putting together
a wedding either in the city you live in or in a city
where you don’t reside. This is because they’ve likely worked with most of the venues and vendors in
town and out of town. For a Wedding planner, finding vendor does not take weeks of research and
sending emails, It’s just a one phone call process
away.

They will help you save time

With today’s hectic lifestyles, many couples and
their families do not have enough time for the detailed planning and work that a beautiful wedding
requires. With a wedding planner the time gone is
theirs, not yours, mostly because you paid them. In
this concept your wedding planner has the time to
chase down obscure details and stay in constant
contact with vendors for the day-to-day follow ups.

Helps with your budget

A wedding planner helps make your wedding
dreams come true within your budget and perhaps
saving you from costly mistakes. They will make you
a realistic budget that complies within your budget

www.harusitradefair.com

They will troubleshoot

If something goes askew during the ceremony or reception and something always does you don’t have
to take care of it. They will worry and trust me, they
have Plan B to Plan Z planned out just in case.
All you have to do is enjoy your Wedding Day.
Share your experience with us via
info@harusitradefair.com
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Honeymoon
at Melia, Zanzibar

Location

Meliá Zanzibar is a luxury beach all inclusive resort situated on the north-east coast of the exotic island of
Zanzibar, in Tanzania, also known as the “Spice Island”.
Meliá Zanzibar is built on a 40 acre estate with a beautiful beach of pearlescent white sand lapped by warm
ocean waters, 300 meters long, situated at the very
end of the property to procure the perfect combination with nature.
The resort is ringed by a natural coral reef, making
bathing a relaxing and safe experience.
The hotel is around 45 - 50 minutes from the international airport of Zanzibar, and the capital city Stone
Town,

Accomodation

Meliá Zanzibar offers few accommodations options:
Private villas completed with their own beautiful gardens and breathtaking pools.
Romantic Pavilion overlooking the Indian Ocean.
All rooms and suites are decorated in contemporary
style and have been designed to maintain complete
privacy.

www.harusitradefair.com

They are equipped with large comfortable bathrooms, outdoor tropical rain shower with sky view
(except the Romance Pavilions) and private terrace
or balcony, and most of them with side view of the
Indian Ocean.
Your dreamed honeymoon getaway!
Along with 7 exquisite rooms situated on the coast
line, with direct views to the Indian Ocean. Designed
with different coconut tree wood sizes and shapes
with the typical “Makuti” roof (Made and braid with
the dry leaves from the Coconut trees itself) this has
made the perfect
combination with nature to create our unique and
exclusive Romance Ocean Front Pavilion. As part of
our exclusive THE LEVEL guests will enjoy their attributes such as access to the exquisite Aqua Restaurant,
Room Service 24 hrs, Premium drinks and daily mini
bar refill. Free WIFI in the room. Just for booking a minimum stay of 4 nights, the guests will be pampered
with 1 massage of 60 minutes per person per stay at
The Spa. Welcome amenities upon arrival and Romantic Turn Down service during their stay. Discounts on
Spa treatments and Bali Bed packages at Gabi Beach
Club.
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Exclusive solarium garden area by the pool with the
best Ocean views and pool concierge service (Refreshing towels, food and drink moments served
during the day), with Free WIFI.

The Level

The spa provides 6 private treatment rooms , 3 of
them with steam room inside, and an outdoor swimming pool with sun deck. Pool size: 21.5 meters long
– 6 meters wide – 1.4 meters deep.

The Spa

In Melia Zanzibar we can make your Spiritual Ceremony come true! The essence is to symbolize the union
of “two into one”

Lounge with private breakfast a la Carte, WIFI, snacks
and cocktails, premium
drinks, served all day.
Explore a range of spa journeys and healing treatments inspired by the raw beauty of Savannah, the
majesty of the mountains of this great continent, as
well as the exquisite allure of the local flora and fauna.
Natural elements from Africa have been chosen for
their purity and cultural authenticity. Discover
exquisite new fragrances in oils and elixirs that will
soothe all the five senses.
Through original and personalised treatment techniques our Spa team provides balance to the skin, relaxation to the body and wellbeing to the mind.

@harusitradefair

Sand Ceremony

The sand is used to symbolize the unity of the bride
and groom. Their separate lives are symbolized by
two vials of sand. After the exchange of rings, the official explains the meaning of the Unity Ceremony.
The Bride and Groom then come together, and pour
into one vial, the two individual vials of sand. Their
flowing together symbolizes the joining of the couple
as they share their first experience of unity as husband
and wife. The newly formed union is represented by
the intertwined pattern of sand created by the couple.
This symbol is then a keepsake of your wedding day.
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Groom Gifts
ideas on your send off
by Carol noah

...........................................................................................................
Most of us when it comes to deciding what to get the
groom as a present during the sendoff ceremony, it
turns out to a struggle. As we all know, the sendoff
is a custom ceremony initiated to sending the bride
off as she is to go and get wedded. Thus, it has also
become customary that we give a little something as
a token of love and appreciation to the groom on this
special occasion.
Here are a few tips to guide you through this process;
Buy him something that reflects his hobbies. This can
be a starter thought, I mean marrying your man alone,
is a prize well deserved but the thought of you going
out of your way to try get him a perfect present is really nice. Let’s say he loves football, get him a season
ticket to watch a match or maybe a his and hers jersey
embedded with your respective names. Alternatively
if he loves reading, then get him a book collection he
will cherish or if he is an early morning bird, then a pair
of office mugs with your names or pictures would do.
Lastly if he is more of black label guy, then personalized glasses of whisky should do just fine.
Considering you as bride to be will be showered in
jewelry, you may as well take your time to get him
custom made cufflinks written with your wedding
date on them so he could wear them at the wedding
ceremony.

www.harusitradefair.com

It may be a small thought, but such a glitter would
be well appreciated. Alternatively you can get him
a watch to signify your eternal love for your groom.
You can be creative and get him a thoughtful artwork, something you can hang or display in your
new home, or you can just make list with the 10
things you love about him and get it painted, that
will adorn your bedroom wall.
Go out and plan ahead by getting him items he will
use during your honeymoon, items such as sunglasses, sarong and sandals if you are going to an exotic
beach resort like Melia Zanzibar.
You can prepare a journal on your wedding in details
of when you met, initial reaction from both parties,
your journey all the way until when he proposed. Do
not forget to etch the exact memory of the proposal
with your pen accompanied by images of the day
you said YES. Trust me this intimate published details
will surely be an appreciate gesture of your undying
love and commitment to your better half.
Hope you enjoyed the tips and that they come in
handy giving you all the clues and ideas you need,
until next time. Share your thought with us via info@
harusitradefair.com
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Décor

dos&donts
by Carol noah
Most of us get lost when we think of what would be the best wedding décor one needs for their wedding
events. I agree it’s likely to get confused because it is quite a challenging area. Your wedding decor, the most
time consuming part of the wedding planning process, is about taking your theme and style and making
these visions come to life. Wedding decor begins with an ordinary place and takes you through the creative
adventure resulting in an extraordinary wedding with enchanting, unforgettable surroundings. Decorations
are a massive part of the wedding.
So below I would put some DO’s and DON’T’s

..........................................................................................................
Dos

Donts

Do create an atmosphere for your event. Make a
dream a reality

Do not over do the decoration; by this we mean
too much of everything makes it look odd. And
odd isn’t a good thing.

The décor has to be part and parcel of the
ceremony preparation.
Do have a décor budget and stick to it unless
necessary and have a right person who is good
at such e.g. wedding planner.
Do put more attention on the lighting and the
center piece, mix tall and low centerpieces and
do make sure the tables are a shape you can
show off well. E.g. square, round or oval
Do make the flower, preferably seasonal flowers
and small details like napkins standout but blend
with the theme of the wedding, e.g. a peach
color themed wedding would blend with white
and a touch of peach.

www.harusitradefair.com

Do not do last minute decorations, it is bound to
make the whole event experience awful.
Good decors come pricy, invest in terms of
money and time, because cheap decors might
come crushing down. In other words cheap is
expensive
Don’t go DIY (Do It Yourself).
Do not limit your creativity seek professional
advice
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Scents

that
say
i
do
by Honest Arroyal Nyamai

In between choosing the dress, figuring out the flowers and booking the photographer, every bride deserves to find the time to pick her signature fragrance for the big day. Nothing triggers memories quite
like the power of scent, so to make sure you remember the happiest day of your life forever more, we’ve
pulled together 10 of the best wedding day perfumes to make sure your special day is an unforgettable
one too.
Like picking a dress, finding the perfect wedding day
perfume should come naturally. You will know exactly when you’ve snuffled that signature fragrance, the
one that’s light, romantic but more importantly, undeniably YOU!
As with any big day decisions, take your time, nosey
around (wahey, we went there) and make sure you
pick something that’s going to make your wedding
day memories come flooding back, wherever you are.
The perfect wedding day scent should bring that fun,
personalized touch to the special day. We advise to
look for something unique, classic and memorable as
this is the perfect opportunity to create a new ‘olfactive memory’ of your special day.
When you revisit that scent in the future, it will magically take you back to that moment. Seasonality and
level of formality are the most important aspects
when selecting a wedding scent. Be sure that what
you are choosing works seamlessly with the theme of
your wedding - see it is your olfactive soundtrack for
the day. We recommend for a destination or outdoor
wedding opting for fresh Mediterranean fragrances
with notes of gazpacho and Turkish Rose oil. For a
more traditional indoor or autumnal wedding, don’t
be afraid to wear a richer scent with notes of patchouli, cotton candy and woodchips - the perfect blend of
sweet and woody.”

1. Chloe

Think fresh, delicate, sensual florals mixed with
powdery rose and pink peonies a plenty. It’s like
honey on your skin! And let’s not leave out the
packaging deets either: adorned with a beautiful
hand-tied ribbon, this perfume bottle is made to be
photographed amidst all the wedding-day morning
excitement.

www.harusitradefair.com

2. Chanel Coco Mademoiselle

Strong but surprisingly fresh, this iconic oriental fragrance is romantic in the most confident of ways.
Featuring sparks of vibrant orange, jasmine, rose and
patchouli, Coco Mademoiselle is effortlessly wearable
from the first spray, right up to that moment when you
have your first dance!

3. Jo Malone Wild Mint & Jasmine

No one does bridal quite like Jo Malone. You can pretty much guarantee whichever bespoke fragrance you
pick from her collection, it will be loved by all. Our
favourite wedding day scent has to be this White Jasmine & Mint number. It’s fresh and enchanting but with
a modern twist.
You can even get your very own bridal lace bottle designed for you! She doesn’t miss a trick that JM. What.
A. Goddess.

4. Aerin Lilac Path

English country theme wedding? This delicate blend
of crisp greens, rich blooms and creamy jasmine is the
perfect scent for spring. Forget the bouquets and centerpieces, this is the only floral statement you’ll need.

5. Tom Ford Santal Blush

Let’s face it, all of ol’ Tom’s fragrances are to die for
and Santal Blush is no exception. With its sumptuous
woods and intoxicating florals, this oriental scent is
nothing short of sublime. It’s mysterious, it’s mesmerizing and it’s long lasting. What’s not to love here? Nada,
that’s what.
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6. Oscar de la Renta Something Blue 9. Marc Jacobs Decadence
To take a famous Shakespeare quote, “what’s in a
name?”, well, this one’s got us pretty excited. This
beautiful scent is bursting with fruity florals including
manderin, lychee, lily of the valley, vanilla and white
musk. Something blue and new, how efficient! And
the award for the most efficient bride goes to...

7. Valentino Valentina

Because who doesn’t love a classic feminine fragrance
when they smell one? Valentina is just that, only with
an adventurous Italian twist. Buongiorno!
On top, there’s fresh bergamot enhanced with white
alba truffles (ok, divine). At the heart, there’s wild
strawberry and orange blossom (delicious!) and, to
finish off, there’s cedar wood and sensual amber at
the base (right, can we put up the do not disturb sign
and bathe in this stuff already).

8. Diptyque Do Son

From the legendary French fragrance perfume house,
Diptyque’s exquisite Do Son is fresh, floral and bright
perfect for summer wedding! Featuring notes of
tuberose, orange leaves, pink peppercorn and musk,
you’re bound to fall head over ivory heels for this sunny scent.

@harusitradefair

Fresh not doing it for you? Don’t be afraid to indulge
your senses in a rich fragrance for your big day. With
top notes of succulent Italian plum, hearts of Bulgarian
Rose and base notes of Liquid Amber, Marc Jacobs
Decadence is opulent, sensual and enchanting all at
once. And let’s not even get started on the bottle, inspired by one of Marc’s iconic handbags. Don’t be surprised if you ditch your husband-to-be at the alter to
run off with this one instead.

10. MiN New York Magic Circus

Inspired by vignettes and memories that transcend
time and space, this bottled beauty will make your
special day last a lifetime. With notes of earthy wood
chips, vibrant bergamot and cotton candy this gourmand scent is a celebration of sweet woody goodness.
What fragrance do you plan to wear to walk down the
aisle? Let us know @harusitradefair
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Wedding
budget tips
by Naomi Godwin

Weddings these days are becoming more and more expensive and brides and grooms are struggling
to get their dream weddings. Although weddings can be super pricey, there are always ways, to work
around this hurdle. Here are few tips to help you.

..........................................................................................................

01 Get married during the off season

for a venue that allows you to bring
05 Look
your own food and drinks

your photo shoot and reception
02 Have
at the same venue

a venue that offers more than just
06 Find
an empty room

03 Buy in Bulk

07 Skip some of the initial celebrations.

Getting married during the off season is good
because most venues and hotels usually have
lower rates and/ or package deals to entice
business. You can still have a 5 star hotel wedding with a 3 star budget.

Holding your post marriage ceremony photo
shoot in the same location as your wedding
reception is an easy way to cut extra costs such
as transportation and venue rental fees.

Discounts are usually given to larger purchases
of flowers, liquor or craft materials and you may
be able to lower costs by buying in bulk.

items from former brides/
04 Recycle
grooms

Renting a Venue that allows one to get caterers
from outside are more affordable than those
whereby you are only obliged to use the Venue
own catering services.

Find a venue that offers more amenities than just
the room itself such as a tables, chairs, sound
system, lighting, a built-in bar area and even
decorations at a discount price.

I also got chills writing this, given that every girls
wants the full experience, but truth is some preliminary celebrations can be unnecessary costly
and in that case it can be skipped to save cost
like the bridal shower or kitchen party.

Getting items from former brides either friends
or relatives can help you save on certain items
and on other hand also strengthen relationship
bonds amongst family.

www.harusitradefair.com
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How to Dress
by Josephine Mary Wandiba

your figure

...........................................................................................................
Show off your waist

• Natural waistlines hit at the smallest part of your
waist to emphasize just how tiny it actually is and can
give you an hour-glass looking shape.
• Corsets, corsets, corsets!! It’s easy to say these are
miracle workers. You’ll be shocked to see how small
your waist can actually be. And it doesn’t hurt that
they look gorgeous from the back!
• Glam up a simple dress with an embellished belt or
sash! It’s amazing how they can complete the entire
look.
Flaunt your great legs while still feeling like a bride
• Don’t be afraid of slits! Some dresses even have a
zip-up slit so you can go traditional for the ceremony
and then fun for the reception!
• Some dresses can be floor length for the ceremony and then detach to become a short party dress
for the reception! So fun!
Accentuate your curves
• What’s the best thing that ever happened to bridal
dresses? Ruching!! It creates an illusion to make your
waist seem smaller while creating an hour-glass figure. And it always flatters.
• Go for a dropped waist or Fit N’ Flare silhouette.
They are so glamorous and are becoming one of
the biggest trends in bridal fashions! Showing off the
bust and hips simply creates a little middle. Never
fails!
Create a fuller chest or make it look smaller
• Whatever your size, do not be afraid of strapless!
A sweetheart neckline can add volume to the chest
while a straight across neckline has the power to
hide it.
• Keep in mind, all of our inhouse designer gowns
have a corset built into the dress. That means no fussing with under garments!

Shoes

The flip side of a great new pair of shoes is that
we have all experienced discomfort from pain and
blisters when wearing a pair that is not broken in.
Fortunately, this is an easy thing to avoid with a bit
of planning.
1. Purchase your shoes well in advance of the wedding! You will need them for your first fitting appointment for alterations, and that should be scheduled at
least 6 – 8 weeks prior to your event depending on
how much work is involved.
2. About 4 – 5 weeks prior to your first fitting appointment, start wearing the shoes around the house
for an hour at a time. As they start to feel comfortable
after an hour, start wearing them until they hurt.
3. Continue to wear them around the house when
you have the chance and over time you should be
able to wear the shoes comfortably for several hours.
4. Consider a great pair of sparkly slippers for the
reception! A pair of fabulous low heald sandal or
ballet slippers are perfect for the dance floor and will
let you dance the night away.

Be Prepared for Your Appointment

Are you planning on bringing family or friends with
you for your personal appointment? We suggest
only bringing one or two family members or friends.
Often times, too many opinions can lead to confusion and stress for the bride.
Be sure to bring appropriate undergarments such as
a strapless bra, shapers or a long lined bra.
If you’re planning on wearing heels, bring the pair
that is the same height as what you want to wear on
your wedding day.
Bring pictures of dresses or styles that you are interested in so we can make the experience easier for
you!

There are few things better than a fabulous new pair
of shoes, especially when you are buying them to
wear with your wedding dress. So many choices,
so many looks, so many different heel heights; the
possibilities are endless.

www.harusitradefair.com
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What to Expect on Your First Appointment

When you call Cresco Designsl to schedule your appointment, we will ask you a few necessary questions. These questions help us to get a better idea of
what you are looking for and what your situation is
so that we can better serve you. Questions we may
ask include the styles or silhouettes that interest you,
the date of your wedding and what your budget is.
When you come to Cresco Designs on the date of
your appointment, the designer will sit with you to
further discuss the type of dress you’re looking for.
Your designer will ask you about preferred fabrics,
styles, colors, what you like about certain dresses, as
well as what you don’t like. This allows us to narrow
down your selection and focus your time together
on designing the dress that match your needs and
meets your dreams.
If you’re not sure which silhouette you like or best
fits your style, the designer will explan each of the 4
silhouettes – A-Line, Ball Gown, Fit n’ Flare and Sheath
and offer up a suggestion as to what style might
souite you best.
It is very stressful plannind a wedding, so we work
with you to make the process for your perfect dress
as stress free as possible. It can be an overwhelming
process filled with many options and opinions. The
designer will assist you throughout the process and
well after your appointment with any questions or
concerns you may have.

Get Your Bridal Party Started

Once we have designed your dream gown at Cresco Designs, it’s time to start outfitting the ladies! Surrounding yourself with family members and close
friends to share in the wedding planning is a wonderful idea. Once you have your attendants lined up,
it’s time to figure out how you want them to look
for your big day. The following are some suggestions and helpful hints to make the process go more
smoothly.

How to Dress Your Figure

• Most bridal party members wear different sizes,
have different body types,style and skin tone. You
can consider dresses with the same basic design
with different necklines and lengths, or different
complemetary designs but in the same colour. If you
have one bridesmaid who feels fabulous in strapless
and one who prefers more coverage, those dresses
can be a great way to make sure your pictures will
show a coordinated ensemble and your pals will all
feel comfortable.
• If you are going with lace for your gown, or your
wedding has a rustic or vintage theme, many bridesmaid dress designs are available in lace in a range of
colors.
• If you choose a solid color, or more simple design,
consider adding some bold accessories. Those can
make a fun gift for your ladies. You can personalize
your choices by finding necklaces or bracelets that
are similar, but unique for each bridesmaid.
• Small details can make a huge difference. Look for
keyhole backs or a bit (or a bunch) of bling.
• Cresco Designs is up to date on the latest trends.
Trends such as combining several colors by putting
some your ‘maids in blue and some in green, for example. Letting everyone choose different colors and
dresses that complement each other is a hot option.
• Think about fabric; chiffon tends to be lighter and
is a great choice for our tripical climate. Satin is a
bit more formal. Try to stick with one fabric even
if you are letting your bridesmaids choose different
dresses if you are concerned about different fabric
finishes in your photographs.
• Once you have made your decision on the dress
(or dresses) you can make an appointment for the
whole group to come to Cresco Designs to be sized.
JOSEPHINE MARY WANDIBA
CRESCODESIGNS

• When you make your appointment at Cresco Designs for your bridesmaid dresses, you can start with
one or two people for your first look. That makes
narrowing down your options much easier. If you
have a large bridal party, and all 9 of them come out
for your first consultation it can be stressful trying to
listen to lots of different opinions and advice. having a clear picture in your mind of what you envision
also helps facilitate a strees-free experience for your
‘maids.

@harusitradefair
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Wedding
shoedvice
by Carol Noah

We all love weddings, I mean who doesn’t, a wedding is a special occasion and as the saying goes we only
live once but if we do it right once is enough, so why not do it right??So there is one thing everyone over
sees, THE SHOES.Okay generally you will be wondering “what about the shoes now?” well here is what you
did not know. Firstly shoes as any other wedding attire is equally important, it cannot be too much or too
less, it has to be perfect, so the next question might be “how do you know it is perfect?” here is how:

..........................................................................................................
Firstly Ladies.

As they say, every lady deserves to look good on
a daily basis. It’s just our second nature, but on our
wedding day we look for perfection because we feel
like we would look back to such a day with so much
awe and we would love to look at it in perfection. Everyone has different taste and style, the choice has to
be the bride’s choice.
A bride is to pick something that is more of them in
a manner of height, type, design or even color but
sometimes one can decide to go out of their comfort
zone, this may also work.
Comfort ability is of paramount importance, in different senses, a wedding ceremony not only comprises of religious or civil grounds where vows are
exchanged but there is also the photo session and
the wedding reception. Based on the length of ceremonies, the bride has to pick a shoe that they will be
comfortable in and if necessary, an extra pair always
comes in handy.

www.harusitradefair.com

Choose a shoe that complements your outfit, from
your dress design to the wedding theme, if you are
wearing an extremely long dress avoid extremely
high shoes to avoid stumbling and falling or stepping
on the groom or stumbling on your dress.
Complement it, from color to texture, you can go for
lace shoes, metallic, laser cutouts, something with
color to match the wedding theme and maybe prints
and patterns too can be an option. Sparkles too to
match your accessories, I mean what lady doesn’t
love a little bling and sparkles. One can go for a pair
of peep toe heel which blends well for a wedding
and manage to show off the nails of the bride. Wedges too can work as they are flat and very comfortable
whilst heel sandals they look elegant and showoff the
perfect pedicure.
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Lastly Men.

It would be wise to go for a classic look that defines
more your personal style and yet it is extra ordinary.
you would be thinking like what, so here are a few
options may be you may put into consideration what
they call “the cap”” this is the front area of your shoe
where your toes are, this is either the cap toe ,plain toe
and wing tips There different male shoes fit for a wedding from “the monk strip, the oxford, the dress boot,
the loafer which I find quite comfortable for a move
or two on your reception, the boat shoe are quite
famous too or for a necessary theme sandals too may
be recommended for example for an Indian or inter racial weddings. The trick is to make sure that your shoes
match the attire and make it look outstanding too. Sure
it fits well and is comfortable enough for any movement dances and will look perfect next to your bride.
On a parting Note; Rule of thumb, always walk as a
rehearsal at home in your wedding shoes at least
two weeks prior to your wedding day so that Your
Feet are well aligned with your choice of Shoe.
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To-do List

for your maid of honor and best man
by Naomi Godwin

The maid of honor and the best man are half the working bee and half emotional support experts. You are
chosen for your energetic, get-the-ball-in-motion qualities, and yes you might be the besty you should keep
in mind that listening to the bride and groom, making him or her laugh, and offering emotional and logistical
support are also part of your attendant package. Too often matron of honor and best man responsibilities
are taken lightly, so make sure your attendants know what their anticipated roles will be. They are to help the
bride and groom prepare for their wedding day. Nothing is engraved on a stone and tasks can be distributed between bridesmaids and groomsmen as well.

..........................................................................................................
Maid of Honor

Best Man

Help the bride with pre wedding tasks, from
addressing invites to choosing the wedding
colors all the way down to the tiniest details of
the wedding

Assist the groom and groomsmen in getting their
wedding attires on time and ensuring they all fit.

Lead the bridesmaids, by directing the other
maids through their duties.
Help shop for dresses and assisting in all the fittings, even though the maid of honor buys their
own dresses.
Listen to and lend support to the bride as required
The maid of honor is obliged to ensure that
the wedding invitations are delivered to all the
invited guests
Keep a record of all the gifts received at various wedding parties and showers but it can be
assigned to anyone else
Ensure that all bridesmaids get their hair and
makeup done and get to the ceremony on time.

Serve as the grooms personal emotional lifeboat
throughout the entire wedding, we all know how
stressful the journey can be.
Help the groom in organizing the honeymoon,
making sure all reservations have been confirmed.
Stand beside the groom at the altar and keep the
bride’s ring until vows are exchanged. Make sure
the ring is in a safe place to avoid unnecessary
disturbances during the ceremony.
Sign the marriage license as a witness after the
ceremony, along with the maid of honor.
Drive the couple to the wedding-night hotel or
any planned location after the reception. Be sure
to stay sober during the ceremony, in case you
don’t feel fine it’s safe to just hand over the wheel
to someone else.

Sign the marriage license as a witness, along with
the best man.
Play hostess along with the other bridesmaids
when required during the reception
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Black

for your decor
by Naomi Godwin

People usually do not consider black as a décor color due to certain beliefs, truth is its just all cooked
misconceptions in our heads. Black just like any color can be used to decorate a wedding venue. Black
is chic, classic and has a sophisticated mystique, and when used right with a combination of other
colors it brings the awe in a wedding décor setup.

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

01 Black and white Wedding

Black and white seems to be the most elegant
and classical color scheme that never goes out
of style. Just white can be as angelic but when
mixed with black it complements the entire
centerpiece. it’s an ideal color combination for a
contemporary wedding.

Black and Gold Wedding
2
0

03 Black, Red and white

Elegance can be obtained simply with the help
of black, red and white. This Combination of
tricolor scheme for a wedding decor is magnificently amazing especially when tying the knot
around St. Valentine’s Day. Such combination
will have everyone talking about your wedding
day for months to come.

A simple classic black and gold table setting is
one of the most important decor features to decide on. Choosing this color combination setting
is both trendy and daring believe me, but it can
as well just be truly
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